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Owl Wall - Echo Bay Revelstoke

5.8+

25m
11b | Mixed | 23m | 8 Bolts

Established & FA: Douglas Sproul. October, 2017.

An easy start leads to a sweet 5.6 finger crack 
that takes bomber gear. This leads into the 
first overhang and the crux which is between 
the first and third bolts. Step off the bulge 
and into the corner, following it to the top 
through one more difficult section and some 
really sweet corner climbing. 

Remember to check out the river view 
from the top, it’s epic! Although this is a 
mixed climb, the bottom gear section is very 
easy climbing and the upper corner system is 
stellar so, it’s the hope of the author that this 
pitch will not be as overlooked as so many of 
the other mixed climbs in Revelstoke. Take a 
few pieces of gear to .75/1”. 

5.8+ | Gear | 25m

Established & FA: David Sproule & Greg 
Hill. June, 2017.

David has plans to finish the cleaning on this 
route next season but it’s climbable now and is 
an enjoyable 5.8 with a sweet view of the river 
and valley. Shares a start with Baby Bear and 
follows the obvious crack in the largest corner. 
The anchor is just above the top of the pinnacle.

Gear to 4”. Double #3 and #4 recommended.
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Topo Legend
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Gear Route

Climb Number

Mixed Route

Project

Length Of Climb/Lower/Rappel

Anchors

1x Fixe Chain w/ring | 1x Fixe Rap Ring

2x Fixe Rap Rings

Bolt

AnchorXX

1

28m


